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Parametric  Markov Decision Process (pMDP)

Strategy Synthesis

- Use Information State Search:
Bayes-Adaptive MDPs 

-  Linear Temporal Difference Search 
[5] with Linear Value Function 

Approximation
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- Integration with Bayesian hypothesis testing
- Extension to non-linearly parameterised pMDPs
- Use alternative parameter synthesis tools to allow more parameters 
- Achieve faster runtimes

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collect data
 from the underlying system

Bayesian inference computes 
a posterior distribution 

over parameters

Owing to [1], 
optimal strategy 

 is memory-dependent

Our approach: Incorporate available information captured by a
parameterised model with the active collection of limited data
from the system

           
 

Problem: Formal  veri�ication  relies on  full access to accurate 
models. Such models are often hard to obtain for systems 
encompassing partially understood behaviours 

Our goal: Veri�ication of unbounded-time PCTL properties on 
partially unknown systems with actions

Our synthesised strategy:
- is the Bayes-Optimal strategy
- improves the accuracy of the con�idence calculation
- uses lower amounts of data to verify the property 
- robust to limited amount of data with insuf�icient coverage

Evaluate against:

Integrate the posterior over
    to obtain the con�idence

strategy	that	

randomly	selects	

actions	at	

each	state

Use parameter synthesis[3] 
to induce models 

satisfying the property

 

 

 

a desired PCTL 
system property
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- Propose a method for selecting a strategy that computes the
most accurate con�idence for a �inite amount of data

- Synthesise strategies on joint space of states and beliefs to
optimise expected return 

- Immediate con�idence gain               after choosing action      
at state    :

- We use an approximate bilinear Q-function:
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